To image X-radiation efficiently at energies above about 10 keV requires the use of "shadow optics" techniques. The Pinhole /Occulter Facility (P /OF) represents an application of these techniques for observations in high-energy astrophysics, especially the study of solar coronal activity in hard X -rays and 7-rays. P /OF will achieve angular resolutions on the order of 0.2 arc s for an instrument deployment length of 50 m. Because of this large structural scale, P /OF has been proposed as an attached payload for the Space Station. In the meanwhile, several smaller -scale instruments are being developed.
INTRODUCTION
The hard X-ray and 7~ray spectral bands (hi/ ~ 10 keV or A ~ 1 A) contain much information of value for high-energy astrophysics. In the case of the Sun, for example, these photon energies go beyond the normal range of thermal emissions (free-free and free-bound atomic transitions) and show non-thermal particle acceleration rather directly. Elsewhere in the universe, other interesting physical processes come into play, many of them connected with the physics of gravitationally compact objects such as neutron stars or black holes. The hard radiations are also important because soft X-rays are often strongly absorbed (suffer "extinction") either in the source or in the intervening space.
The 7~rays define a distinct domain of observation in astrophysics that is just beginning to be exploited spectroscopically. From 7~rays we get several channels of direct information about accelerated ions; in the solar case the channels include the prompt lines from the collisional excitation of different target nuclei; the deuterium-formation and positron-annihilation lines at 2.223 and 0.511 MeV, respectively; and some lines from energetic heavy projectiles, at least the so-called a-a lines. A 7~ray photon by definition has its origin in nuclear processes, while an X-ray photon arises in atomic processes, so the energy ranges overlap. A working definition from the detection point of view simply puts an arbitrary boundary at a few hundred keV. The detection methods are the same for high-energy X-rays and 7~rays, and similar techniques work equally well for both solar and non-solar observations. P/OF will carry out observations of both X-rays and 7~rays with different detector systems.
We have had thus far only the most limited capability for imaging in the hard X-ray and 7~ray spectral bands. Imaging has many virtues: the measurement of the angular structure of the source is the obvious one. Imaging also bestows a capability for making simultaneous background measurements, and this may he more important in many branches of high energy astrophysics; hard X ray and y ray astronomy have lagged largely because of the difficult problem of background determination or suppression.
The Pinhole /Occulter Facility aims at dramatically increasing our capability for astrophysical observation of hard photons. It achieves high angular resolution by having a large spatial scale'. Versions of P /OF have been the subject of feasibility studies for future NASA missions, including a proposal for the Space Station Freedom. Several predecessor experiments are actively under development and will be summarized below.
THE SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
The following discussion of P /OF scientific objectives presupposes an instrument configuration. Since P /OF itself is not yet approved, its actual configuration is not known. The final details probably will depend upon competitive proposals for individual instruments. In the meanwhile we assume a "strawman" configuration (Section 4, summarized in Table 1 ).
Solar physics
Solar flares accelerate particles to high energies, as do other forms of solar coronal activity. The interactions of these particles with the ambient atmosphere produce hard X rays via bremsstrahlung, and 7rays via several processes. The solar flare has an unexplained capability for releasing a large fraction of its total energy promptly in the form of particle acceleration. We suspect that this also happens -but on a suitably larger scale -in electrodynamically based phenomena elsewhere in the universe.
The impulsive phase of a solar flare is the moment of intense energy release; its most striking manifestation is the powerful acceleration of electrons to tens of keV, and of ions to tens of MeV. The site of this acceleration, and the plasma physics underlying it, presents an urgent problem that is being addressed with ever improving angular resolution. P /OF will improve the resolution to a natural observational limit: the mean free path of a 5000 A photon in the photosphere. At this resolution we arguably get the best possible view of the phenomena, because higher resolution only can oversample the inherently diffuse solar structures. Figure 1 sketches a possible observational situation at this high resolution. P /OF PIXEL LINES OF Fig. 1 . Schematic view of an iso density contour across a footpoint of a solar magnetic loop in the impulsive phase of a solar flare, showing the hypothesized depression in the chromosphere resulting from its ablation. The depression corresponds to one scale height, resulting from an overpressure of roughly one dyne /cm2. The scale is such that one pixel from the hard X ray imager on Solar Maximum Mission18 corresponds to about the width of the page; the figure outline corresponds roughly to one pixel of imagers being developed at present2,3'13; the inset box shows the resolution of P /OF. one. Imaging also bestows a capability for making simultaneous background measurements, and this may be more important in many branches of high-energy astrophysics; hard X-ray and 7~ray astronomy have lagged largely because of the difficult problem of background determination or suppression.
The Pinhole/Occulter Facility aims at dramatically increasing our capability for astrophysical observation of hard photons. It achieves high angular resolution by having a large spatial scale'. Versions of P/OF have been the subject of feasibility studies for future NASA missions, including a proposal for the Space Station Freedom. Several predecessor experiments are actively under development and will be summarized below.
THE SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
The following discussion of P/OF scientific objectives presupposes an instrument configuration. Since P/OF itself is not yet approved, its actual configuration is not known. The final details probably will depend upon competitive proposals for individual instruments. In the meanwhile we assume a "strawman" configuration (Section 4, summarized in Table 1 ).
Solar physics
Solar flares accelerate particles to high energies, as do other forms of solar coronal activity. The interactions of these particles with the ambient atmosphere produce hard X-rays via bremsstrahlung, and 7-rays via several processes. The solar flare has an unexplained capability for releasing a large fraction of its total energy promptly in the form of particle acceleration. We suspect that this also happens but on a suitably larger scale in electrodynamically-based phenomena elsewhere in the universe.
The impulsive phase of a solar flare is the moment of intense energy release; its most striking manifestation is the powerful acceleration of electrons to tens of keV, and of ions to tens of MeV. The site of this acceleration, and the plasma physics underlying it, presents an urgent problem that is being addressed with ever-improving angular resolution. P/OF will improve the resolution to a natural observational limit: the mean free path of a 5000 A photon in the photosphere. At this resolution we arguably get the best possible view of the phenomena, because higher resolution only can oversample the inherently diffuse solar structures. Figure 1 sketches a possible observational situation at this high resolution.
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We know also of many phenomena in the solar corona, as opposed to the denser atmospheric layers that probably hold the key to the impulsive phase. These include source of the radio bursts of Types I -V, and others, known at relatively low resolution from the long -wavelength coronal radio observations. The coronal phenomena are little -known at UV and optical wavelengths, in spite of the diagnostic power of the emission lines and continua for the low-temperature components of the transient coronal phenomena. This is the main reason that the P /OF capability to support sensitive coronal instrumentation (see Section 4) is felicitous.
Coronal particle acceleration encompasses several distinct phenomena, including the large -scale acceleration of electrons and protons in MHD or shock waves (e.g., radio Type II bursts). The great observational need is to combine high sensitivity and good angular resolution for the X -ray observations (in order to follow the paths of the accelerated particles) with sensitive diagnostic observations that can define the solar plasma parameters.
The classical problem of coronal heating may have found an answer in the "intermittency" of solar coronal plasmas as a result of electrodynamic coupling15. This is speculative at present, but observations of flarelike variations do show a continuous spectrum of sizes extending to the present limits of observational capability. These limits will be improved, but imaging will be an essential addition if we are to understand the relationship between the energy release needed for active regions and that in the chromospheric network or quiet Sun.
X -ray and y -ray astronomy
The instruments proposed in the P /OF strawman payload include hard X -ray and y -ray instruments of great sensitivity and spectral resolution. Since such instruments have not been flown in space before, in principle they offer general capabilities for all of high-energy astrophysics 19. In hard X -ray astronomy, observations (e.g. HEAO -1 and Ginga, already flown, or the X -ray Timing Explorer, still to be launched are made with simple collimated detectors.) P /OF makes images, and thus provides the multiplex advantage of simultaneous observation of multiple sources.
In the soft X -ray region, many extended sources are known. These include synchrotron nebulae ( "plerions" ) such as the Crab Nebula, which indeed has been imaged in hard X-radiation using lunar occultation and modulation collimators. Clusters of galaxies contain massive high -temperature (108 K) plasma clouds; and individual active galaxies(e.g. M87) may exhibit non -thermal jets. For all of these sources, observations over broad spectral bands offer the best hope of physical understanding.
Imaging is helpful in reducing confusion in astronomical observation, which becomes progressively a more severe limitation as sensitivity increases. In X -ray astronomy, there are many regions in which numerous sources compete. The center of the Galaxy is among the most interesting of the confused objects; it also has extremely large extinction requiring hard X-radiation to penetrate effectively. Fig. 2 shows the present definitive observations from the coded -aperture instrument" on hoard Spacelab -2. High-resolution hard X -ray observations could rovide the key to identifying a black hole at the center of the Milky Way, as some intepretations suggest.
The P /OF large -area counters can also provide good count -rate -limited timing observations of various types of X -ray variable objects. Imaging helps in this regard by permitting unambiguous identification of the source of a variation. The P /OF geometry suggests an interesting technical point: a "zoom" capability could be envisioned, whereby the separation of a coded -aperture mask and the detector assembly could be varied, depending upon observational requirments for the tradeoff of field of view and sensitivity.
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We know also of many phenomena in the solar corona, as opposed to the denser atmospheric layers that probably hold the key to the impulsive phase. These include source of the radio bursts of Types I-V, and others, known at relatively low resolution from the long-wavelength coronal radio observations. The coronal phenomena are little-known at UV and optical wavelengths, in spite of the diagnostic power of the emission lines and continua for the low-temperature components of the transient coronal phenomena. This is the main reason that the P/OF capability to support sensitive coronal instrumentation (see Section 4) is felicitous.
Coronal particle acceleration encompasses several distinct phenomena, including the large-scale acceleration of electrons and protons in MHD or shock waves (e.g., radio Type II bursts). The great observational need is to combine high sensitivity and good angular resolution for the X-ray observations (in order to follow the paths of the accelerated particles) with sensitive diagnostic observations that can define the solar plasma parameters.
The classical problem of coronal heating may have found an answer in the "intermittency" of solar coronal plasmas as a result of electrodynamic coupling15 . This is speculative at present, but observations of flarelike variations do show a continuous spectrum of sizes extending to the present limits of observational capability. These limits will be improved, but imaging will be an essential addition if we are to understand the relationship between the energy release needed for active regions and that in the chromospheric network or quiet Sun.
X-ray and 7-ray astronomy
The instruments proposed in the P/OF strawman payload include hard X-ray and 7-ray instruments of great sensitivity and spectral resolution. Since such instruments have not been flown in space before, in principle they offer general capabilities for all of high-energy astrophysics 19 . In hard X-ray astronomy, observations (e.g. HEAO-1 and Ginga, already flown, or the X-ray Timing Explorer, still to be launched are made with simple collimated detectors.) P/OF makes images, and thus provides the multiplex advantage of simultaneous observation of multiple sources.
In the soft X-ray region, many extended sources are known. These include synchrotron nebulae ("plerioiis") such as the Crab Nebula, which indeed has been imaged in hard X-radiation using lunar occupation and modulation collimators. Clusters of galaxies contain massive high-temperature (108 K) plasma clouds; and individual active galaxies (e.g. M87) may exhibit non-thermal jets. For all of these sources, observations over broad spectral bands offer the best hope of physical understanding.
Imaging is helpful in reducing confusion in astronomical observation, which becomes progressively a more severe limitation as sensitivity increases. In X-ray astronomy, there are many regions in which numerous sources compete. The center of the Galaxy is among the most interesting of the confused objects; it also has extremely large extinction requiring hard X-radiation to penetrate effectively. Fig. 2 shows the present definitive observations from the coded-aperture instrument 17 on board Spacelab-2. High-resolution hard X-ray observations could rovide the key to identifying a black hole at the center of the Milky Way, as some intepretations suggest.
The P/OF large-area counters can also provide good count-rate-limited timing observations of various types of X-ray variable objects. Imaging helps in this regard by permitting unambiguous identification of the source of a variation. The P/OF geometry suggests an interesting technical point: a "zoom" capability could be envisioned, whereby the separation of a coded-aperture mask and the detector assembly could be varied, depending upon observational requirments for the tradeoff of field of view and sensitivity. Finally, one of the P /OF strawlnan instruments, a set of rotating modulation collimators, uses highresolution Ge spectrometers as its readout device (Fig. 3) . These detectors are capable of extremely high spectral resolution, and coupling them with modulation collimators offers good control of the background counting rates as well as imaging with large dynamic range (image contrast). This particular instrument thus combines many good observational features: high angular resolution, high spectral resolution, and good image dynamic range.
HARD X -RAY AND 7 -RAY SHADOW OPTICS
The pinhole camera is the simplest example of image formation using shadow optics, independent of refraction or reflection. A single pinhole, of course, produces a vanishingly small image brightness, but multiple holes solve that problem. Two main streams of multiple-aperture imager have emerged: the Fouriertransform approach and the coded -aperture approach. Because of the need for image deconvolution, these techniques can be collectively referred to as "transform optics10 "
The Fourier transform approach
Oda's "modulation collimator" made the first breakthrough in the use of shadow optics in high-energy astrophysics11. The modulation collimator itself (Fig. 3) usually requires two or more modulators, a front one to encode the incoming flux and a rear one to decode it for a detector with limited position sensitivity. Collimators with many more modulators have been built, up to the "lead pipe telescope" limit where the modulators block out all unwanted rays and restrict the field of view of a given detector element to a single solid -angle element. The HXIS instrument on hoard the Solar Maximum Mission was a highly successful example of such a collimator's. With modulation collimators on hoard sounding rockets, Sandage et a1. 16 were able to locate precisely and thus to identify the optical counterpart of the brightest non -solar X -ray star, Sco X -1. Subsequently several satellites (SAS -3, HEAO -1, Tenma) have incorporated this type of instrument for source position determination. i'
Finally, one of the P/OF strawman instruments, a set of rotating modulation collimators, uses highresolution Ge spectrometers as its readout device (Fig. 3) . These detectors are capable of extremely high spectral resolution, and coupling them with modulation collimators offers good control of the background counting rates as well as imaging with large dynamic range (image contrast). This particular instrument thus combines many good observational features: high angular resolution, high spectral resolution, and good image dynamic range.
HARD X-RAY AND 7-RAY SHADOW OPTICS
The pinhole camera is the simplest example of image formation using shadow optics, independent of refraction or reflection. A single pinhole, of course, produces a vanishingly small image brightness, but multiple holes solve that problem. Two main streams of multiple-aperture imager have emerged: the Fouriertransform approach and the coded-aperture approach. Because of the need for image deconvolution, these techniques can be collectively referred to as "transform optics 10 ."
The Fourier transform approach
Oda's "modulation collimator" made the first breakthrough in the use of shadow optics in high-energy astrophysics 11 . The modulation collimator itself (Fig. 3) usually requires two or more modulators, a front one to encode the incoming flux and a rear one to decode it for a detector with limited position sensitivity. Collimators with many more modulators have been built, up to the "lead pipe telescope" limit where the modulators block out all unwanted rays and restrict the field of view of a given detector element to a single solid-angle element. The HXIS instrument on board the Solar Maximum Mission was a highly successful example of such a collimator18 . With modulation collimators on board sounding rockets, Sandage et a/. 16 were able to locate precisely and thus to identify the optical counterpart of the brightest non-solar X-ray star, Sco X-l. Subsequently several satellites (SAS-3, HEAO-1, Tenma) have incorporated this type of instrument for source position determination. A true Fourier-transform telescope consists of a set of two -modulator (bigrid) "subcollimator" elements. Each subcollimator observes one Fourier component of the source angular distributions. The Fourier component can either be scanned, i.e. telescope motion is required for the modulation to occur, or instantaneous, if only limited position sensitivity is available in the detector. The Fourier technique has the great virtue that it allows high angular resolution to be achieved without fine position sensitivity in the detector. Because a given subcollimator in general measures only one Fourier component, the (u,v) -plane of spatial frequencies will he undersampled. Otherwise, the data analysis is almost an exact analog of techniques used for interferometer -type radio telescopes". A true Fourier-transform telescope consists of a set of two-modulator (bigrid) "subcollimator" elements. Each subcollimator observes one Fourier component of the source angular distribution9 . The Fourier component can either be scanned, i.e. telescope motion is required for the modulation to occur, or instantaneous, if only limited position sensitivity is available in the detector. The Fourier technique has the great virtue that it allows high angular resolution to be achieved without fine position sensitivity in the detector. Because a given subcollimator in general measures only one Fourier component, the (u,v)-plane of spatial frequencies will be undersampled. Otherwise, the data analysis is almost an exact analog of techniques used for interferometer-type radio telescopes 8 ' 14 .
ROTATING MODULATION COLLIMATORS

The coded -aperture approach
The coded -aperture instruments in general substitutes position discrimination in the detector (film is a good illustrative example) for the rear modulators. Thus only one modulator is needed, and the image brightness increases by a factor of two, assuming a typical 50% modulator transmission. Fig. 4 illustrates the general principle of the coded-aperture imager. The image produced by a coded aperture may appear chaotic unless it is from a simple pinhole. However the correlation of the image distribution and the modulator pattern can restore the image completely'', in the limit of a large number of holes. A breakthrough in modulator design came with the discovery that certain aperture -modulating codes produce ideally flat sidelobes in this image synthesis". These "uniformly redundant arrays" permit, in principle, a large dynamic range of image brightness to be detected even with few detector elements. In this respect they are greatly superior to undersampled Fourier telescopes, which must produce large sidelobes.
APE RTURE Fig. 4 . Schematic view of simple coded aperture imager for hard X -rays or 7 -rays. The apparently chaotic image produced on the position -sensitive detector can be deconvolved by a correlation technique to produce a true image.
THE PINHOLE /OCCULTER FACILITY
Description
We describe here the Pinhole /Occulter Facility as an attached payload for the Space Station. The facility itself consists of a boom 50 m in length (Fig. 5) , plus a variety of instruments in the detector plane. A gimbal system points the boom in the direction of observation, and also stabilizes the structure against deformation in its lowest resonant modes. This active control allows the structure to be much lighter than a more traditional rigid structure would be.
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The coded-aperture approach
The coded-aperture instruments in general substitutes position discrimination in the detector (film is a good illustrative example) for the rear modulator 1 . Thus only one modulator is needed, and the image brightness increases by a factor of two, assuming a typical 50% modulator transmission. Fig. 4 illustrates the general principle of the coded-aperture imager. The image produced by a coded aperture may appear chaotic unless it is from a simple pinhole. However the correlation of the image distribution and the modulator pattern can restore the image completely4 , in the limit of a large number of holes. A breakthrough in modulator design came with the discovery that certain aperture-modulating codes produce ideally flat sidelobes in this image synthesis 5 '6 . These "uniformly redundant arrays" permit, in principle, a large dynamic range of image brightness to be detected even with few detector elements. In this respect they are greatly superior to undersampled Fourier telescopes, which must produce large sidelobes. Fig. 4 . Schematic view of simple coded aperture imager for hard X-rays or 7~rays. The apparently chaotic image produced on the position-sensitive detector can be deconvolved by a correlation technique to produce a true image.
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THE PINHOLE/OCCULTER FACILITY
Description
We describe here the Pinhole/Occulter Facility as an attached payload for the Space Station The facility itself consists of a boom 50 m in length (Fig. 5) , plus a variety of instruments in the detector plane A gimbal system points the boom in the direction of observation, and also stabilizes the structure against deformation in its lowest resonant modes. This active control allows the structure to be much lighter than a more traditional rigid structure would be. Six instruments are presently under consideration for deployment on P /OF, forming the "strawman" payload summarized in Table 1 . The instruments include four X -ray and -y-ray instruments, plus two optical -UV instruments. The coronal instruments are large-aperture spectrograph /telescope combinations for white light and UV, respectively. Such observations can make good use of the remote occulting mask to provide a large shadow umbra -an artificial eclipse. This permits the use of large-aperture optics (50 cm diameter in the strawman complement) to study faint, rapidly-variable structures in the solar corona. The combination of observations at X -ray and longer wavelengths, in fact, give P/OF a uniquely comprehensive capability for observations of the corona.
Pointing requirements
A large structure in space obviously presents interesting problems for precise pointing. P /OF is explicitly flexible, as proposed, but any large structure will suffer from some deformations due to thermal and other stresses. The instruments of the strawman payload can tolerate pointing errors to differing degrees, depending upon field of view and (for the coronal instruments) considerations of light diffracted at the occulter. Table 2 summarizes the pointing requirements. In the context of the Space Station, these requirements appear to be consistent with a center -of-gravity gimbal system on such a platform. If P /OF were deployed instead on a dedicated free -flying spacecraft, we would also expect the pointing problems to be tractable, but it should be noted that the 50 -in dimension would probably be unprecedented in the history of scientific satellites.
RELATED INSTRUMENTS
Three hard X -ray and 7 -ray imaging instruments are presently under development, for flight on a variety of platforms. We discuss each one briefly and compare their capabilities in Table 3 .
Solar -A
The Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (Japan) is developing a Fourier -transform imager as a successor to their successful hard X -ray imaging instrument on board the Hinotori satellite of 198112. The new spacecraft, Solar -A, will be launched in 1991 and will carry a complement of four instruments. The Solar -A hard X -ray imager consists of 64 independent scintillation -counter detectors viewing independent sine and cosine components, for a total of 32 Fourier visibility samples in the (u,v)-plane. The angular resolution of the finest element will be about 7 arc s (FWHM). The spacecraft is fully stabilized, and the Fourier approach allows an instantaneous measurement of the image distribution, appropriate for the rapidly-variable solar sources.
The Gamma -Ray Imaging Device
The GRID experiment will fly on a long -duration balloon, possibly from the Antarctic, in late 19912, 13 The first high -resolution 7 -ray imager, it consists of an array of 32 scanning modulation collimators to a maximum angular resolution of 1.7 arc s (FWHM). Its observing targets will include some non -solar sources, in part as an aid for in -flight calibration of the optics.
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Six instruments are presently under consideration for deployment on P/OF, forming the "strawman" payload summarized in Table 1 . The instruments include four X-ray and 7~ray instruments, plus two optical-UV instruments. The coronal instruments are large-aperture spectrograph/telescope combinations for white light and UV, respectively. Such observations can make good use of the remote occulting mask to provide a large shadow umbra an artificial eclipse. This permits the use of large-aperture optics (50 cm diameter in the strawman complement) to study faint, rapidly-variable structures in the solar corona. The combination of observations at X-ray and longer wavelengths, in fact, give P/OF a uniquely comprehensive capability for observations of the corona.
Pointing requirements
A large structure in space obviously presents interesting problems for precise pointing. P/OF is explicitly flexible, as proposed, but any large structure will suffer from some deformations due to thermal and other stresses. The instruments of the strawman payload can tolerate pointing errors to differing degrees, depending upon field of view and (for the coronal instruments) considerations of light diffracted at the occulter. Table 2 summarizes the pointing requirements. In the context of the Space Station, these requirements appear to be consistent with a center-of-gravity gimbal system on such a platform. If P/OF were deployed instead on a dedicated free-flying spacecraft, we would also expect the pointing problems to be tractable, but it should be noted that the 50-m dimension would probably be unprecedented in the history of scientific satellites.
RELATED INSTRUMENTS
Three hard X-ray and 7-ray imaging instruments are presently under development, for flight on a variety of platforms. We discuss each one briefly and compare their capabilities in Table 3 .
Solar-A
The Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (Japan) is developing a Fourier-transform imager as a successor to their successful hard X-ray imaging instrument on board the Hinotori satellite of 1981 12 . The new spacecraft, Solar-A, will be launched in 1991 and will carry a complement of four instruments. The Solar-A hard X-ray imager consists of 64 independent scintillation-counter detectors viewing independent sine and cosine components, for a total of 32 Fourier visibility samples in the (u,v)-plane. The angular resolution of the finest element will be about 7 arc s (FWHM). The spacecraft is fully stabilized, and the Fourier approach allows an instantaneous measurement of the image distribution, appropriate for the rapidly-variable solar sources.
The Gamma-Ray Imaging Device
The GRID experiment will fly on a long-duration balloon, possibly from the Antarctic, in late 1991 2 ' 13 . The first high-resolution 7~ray imager, it consists of an array of 32 scanning modulation collimators to a maximum angular resolution of 1.7 arc s (FWHM). Its observing targets will include some non-solar sources, in part as an aid for in-flight calibration of the optics. The CASES experiment takes a large step towards the actual P /OF configuration proposed for the Space Station`. CASES consists of a 32 -m deployable boom of the "Astromast" technology, deployed from the Shuttle bay. Vernier thrusters at the tip allow the experiment to point the entire Shuttle at a target, and an array of position-sensitive proportional counters in the Shuttle bay can then observe astrophysical sources through coded apertures at the tip of the boom. The imaging technique is the simple coded -aperture type, and the 32 -in length of the structure will allow the achievement of an angular resolution of arc s. The CASES targets include the Galactic Center and other non -solar sources, as well as studies of solar flares and "microflares."
CONCLUSION
The Pinhole /Occulter Facility will bring unprecedented capability for observation of hard radiations, both for solar and non -solar applications. The "over-arching" solar observational objective is to characterize the complex, dynamic phenomena of the solar corona, with simultaneous observations at high resolution of both the ambient plasmas and the non -thermal components resulting front particle acceleration. The present status of P /OF is as a proposal for the Space Station, but in the meanwhile several instruments of intermediate capabilities are in different stages of actual development, with the first to be launched as early as 1991 on board the Solar -A spacecraft.
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The Controls, Astrophysics, and Structures Experiment in Space
The CASES experiment takes a large step towards the actual P/OF configuration proposed for the Space Station3 . CASES consists of a 32-m deployable boom of the "Astromast" technology, deployed from the Shuttle bay. Vernier thrusters at the tip allow the experiment to point the entire Shuttle at a target, and an array of position-sensitive proportional counters in the Shuttle bay can then observe astrophysical sources through coded apertures at the tip of the boom. The imaging technique is the simple coded-aperture type, and the 32-m length of the structure will allow the achievement of an angular resolution of £2 arc s. The CASES targets include the Galactic Center and other non-solar sources, as well as studies of solar flares and umicroflares."
CONCLUSION
The Pinhole/Occulter Facility will bring unprecedented capability for observation of hard radiations, both for solar and non-solar applications. The "over-arching" solar observational objective is to characterize the complex, dynamic phenomena of the solar corona, with simultaneous observations at high resolution of both the ambient plasmas and the non-thermal components resulting from particle acceleration. The present status of P/OF is as a proposal for the Space Station, but in the meanwhile several instruments of intermediate capabilities are in different stages of actual development, with the first to be launched as early as 1991 on board the Solar-A spacecraft.
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